Introduction. In 1954 C. E. Capel proved [l] the following theorems: Let S be the inverse limit of a sequence of arcs (simple closed curves) where the bounding maps are onto and monotone. Then S is an arc (simple closed curve). It may be noted that if / is a monotone map of an arc (simple closed curve) onto itself, then / is the uniform limit of a sequence of onto homeomorphisms.2
rems: Let S be the inverse limit of a sequence of arcs (simple closed curves) where the bounding maps are onto and monotone. Then S is an arc (simple closed curve). It may be noted that if / is a monotone map of an arc (simple closed curve) onto itself, then / is the uniform limit of a sequence of onto homeomorphisms. 2 We call such a map a nearhomeomorphism. In this paper we prove the following two theorems: (1) If S is the inverse limit of a sequence of copies of a given compact metric space X and the bonding maps are near-homeomorphisms, then S is homeomorphic to X. (1-2) Lim [|g2v»/¿oo -gNjfiJ\ = 0.
The proof of (1.2) precisely parallels that of (1.1).
(1.3) Lim gNifi«,(s) = Fn(s) uniformly in s.
(1.3) follows immediately from (1.2).
(1.4) Hence Fn -Lim^«, gNifi » is well defined and continuous. Proof. To prove that F is well defined continuous and onto, it suffices to show that at = mink<i L(cit gki) is a Lebesgue sequence for (Xi, gi). The sequence we associate with (at) is (c,). Since cn >2£^+iC¿, £i°c,<oo. Finally, suppose x, yCX¡, i<j, and \x -y\ <a,-. Then |x -y| <L(c¡, gi3). Hence |g<y(x) -g<y(y)| <c¡. if T=him(Xi, gi), F: S-*T homeomorphically onto.
Near homeomorphisms. Let X be a metric space. A map /: X-rX is a near homeomorphism if for any e>0 there is a homeomorphism Ht of X onto itself such that ||iL-/|| <e. Theorem 4. Le/ 5 = Lim (Xi, f¡) where the X{ are all homeomorphic to a compact metric space X, and for all i, fi is a near homeomorphism. Then S is homeomorphic to X.
Proof. By Theorem 3 there is a sequence hi of homeomorphisms of Xi onto Xi-i such that 5 = Lim (X¿, A,-) . But now S must be homeomorphic to X.
Corollary.
Let S = Lim (Xi, fi) where each Xi is a copy of a fixed 2-manifold X (compact and with or without boundary) and fi is monotone onto. Then S is homeomorphic to X. But by Theorem 4 Si is homeomorphic to X and S3 is homeomorphic to Y.
Corollary. Let X, Y be compact metric spaces. Suppose f maps X onto Y, g maps Y into X, gf is a near homeomorphism. Then Dim(X) gDim(F).
Proof. Examination of the diagram for Theorem 5 yields that X can be expressed as the inverse limit of F's. Hence Dim (AT) ^ Dim( Y).
